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What more we can do on our children’s future—on legislative perspectives  
 
     Children mean future, regardless of where the century, nation or cilivisation 
you are. Even minor changes to the youth policies would result in major changes of 
the society, our future generations and even the destiny of our nation and the world 
history; therefore, no reckless decision is appreciated.  
 
     A specialist panel on children policies is urged for commission as a major crisis 
is present while devastating consequence to our nation are imminent. The 
occurrence of the biggest “student killers” since the baby boomer is, in no sense, 
independent cases of personal distress; it is continuous—and systematic—homicide 
resulted from severe youth crises: unnecessary crammed module and assessments,  
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Involuntary extracurricular activities, instructed propaganda modules, unjustified 
parenting, and even bullied without justice. Not only do these crises affect the 
development and health of the victims, but also cause huge civil unrests that destroy 
our lives, development, even the whole nation and the world. 
 
 
     We will appreciate if the proposed panel would not only focus on ordinary 
children policies, but also the future prospect of post 2047 initutions, as it is when 
the present day children government Hong Kong and our nation; any syllabus they 
were taught, any unrest they experience, and any policy you enforced, will help 
shape their blueprint of the future of Hong Kong.  
 
 
In addition to the prospectus, 
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We are also looking forward to filing a P and P case on the recent scandal of PLK 
training camp, as many students there are expected to be victims of criminatory 
tortures. A P and P investigation is also recommended for serial suicide cases. The 
effective territory of Hong Kong jurisdiction has no room of tolerance for this dignity–
infringing incident. 
 
 
Whichever the party you belong to, whether direct or indirect elections you’re from, 
whenever the year of birth you were, wherever the childhood and campus life you 
spent, however stressful and joyful childhood you experienced ---- 
 
 
It is NOW the time to think about what more we can do for our children, the future 
generation under the lion  
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Rock. Keep the spirit—it isn’t hard to do.  
 
HONG KONG’S FUTURE IN HONG KONG’S HANDS 
 
Commission of equality  
Lion Rock Nation Council  
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Withdraw the review on 4 MP’s      
 
       
 
         


